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Abstract: Hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) is an important
product generated in the body and related to many pathophysiological processes and glucose metabolism disorder
can cause many fatal diseases in living bodies. Therefore,
the sensing of H2O2 and glucose is of great signiﬁcance in
disease diagnostics and treatment. Fluorescent carbon
dots (CDs) are one new class of nanoprobes for H2O2 and
glucose. Nevertheless, the CD-based sensor is always
based on its ﬂuorescence response, which is inﬂuenced by
the auto-ﬂuorescent interference. Herein, efﬁcient ﬂuorescent CDs were synthesized by one-pot solvothermal
method, and the CDs exhibit bright and persistent deep-red
(DR) chemiluminescence (CL) in bis(2,4,6-trichlorophenyl)
oxalate and H2O2 solution with a CL quantum yield of
(8.22 ± 0.30) × 10−3, which is amongst the highest values
in ever reported nanomaterials for chemical analysis.
Employing the CDs as CL nanoprobes, sensitive sensing for
H2O2 has been achieved with a detection limit of 11.7 μM,
and further for glucose detection with a detection limit of
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12.6 μM. The DR CL CDs is promising to be applied in blood
glucose analysis or in vivo biosensor.
Keywords: carbon nanodots; chemiluminescence;
glucose; hydrogen peroxide; sensor.

1 Introduction
Glucose, as the primary fuel for glycolysis and the downstream pathways of aerobic and anaerobic respiration, is
served as an energy reserve in most organisms and
responsible to generate enough energy for growth and
reproduction. The diseases of glucose metabolism, such as
diabetes, glycogenosis, and hypoglycemia, have been one
of the most serious diseases threatening human health [1–
4]. Moreover, hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) is a product of
glucose/glucose oxidase (GOD) reaction and the sensing
strategy through detecting the H2O2 with GOD has been
developed as one promising approach for the detection of
glucose [5–8]. Fluorescent carbon nanodots (CDs), known
as their high photoluminescence (PL) quantum yield (QY),
unique chemical stability, tunable emissive wavelength,
good low-cost and excellent bio-compatibility, have found
applications in optoelectronics devices, bioimaging, photocatalysis, and chemical sensors, etc. [9–17]. For instance,
Zhang et al. prepared a selective sensor for cyanide ion (CN−)
with CDs as the ﬂuorophore. And Sooksin et al. designed a
highly selective ﬂuorescent enhancement CDs as sensor for
Al3+ [10, 11]. Recently, there are several researchers reporting
the CDs-based sensor for H2O2 and glucose sensing [6, 18].
Nevertheless, the CDs-based sensors are always based on its
ﬂuorescence response, which is inﬂuenced by the autoﬂuorescent interference and need quite expensive instrument. Therefore, it is signiﬁcant to develop more facile and
low-cost analytic technology with the luminescent CDs.
Chemiluminescence (CL), in which light emission is
induced by chemical reactions, has been widely used for
chemical detection and bioanalysis due to its high efficiency, low detection limit, simple analysis instrument,
low background interference, etc. [3, 19–33]. Recently,
This work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0
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various CD-based CL in different chemical reaction has
been observed and reported [34–39]. For example, Lin et al.
reported the CL of CDs in NaNO2–H2O2 solution and Dong
et al. observed the CL of CDs in alkali solution [34, 35].
Moreover, the CL induced by the CL emitter, peroxalate fuel
and H2O2 has been used to sense and image H2O2 and
glucose in vitro and in vivo in recently years [20–29].
Nevertheless, the CL emitter in peroxalate–H2O2 reaction is
always limited in organic small-molecular dyes, such as
Rhodamine B, Rhodamine 6G and Pentacene, most of
which encounter serious obstacles in practical application
due to their potential biotoxicity, low photostability, or
poor bio-compatibility. Without potential biotoxicity, CDs
can be acted as reporter in the CL system to realize the
application of analysis and detection. Besides, CDs exhibit
excellent light emission ability and the luminescence
properties can be tuned by different methods. Especially,
the CDs with emission wavelength at deep-red region can
be prepared with different method, which is suit for biosensing due to the deep tissue penetration. Besides, the
abundant surface radicals and good biocompatibility
endow CDs as potential sensing ability and low risk when
used. With the CDs as chemiluminescent sensor for H2O2
and glucose with peroxalate, it is facile to achieve the allin-one nanoreporters with high sensitivity and adaptability
in biological detection [20–24]. Therefore, it is very promising to develop the CDs as CL emitter to sensors H2O2 and
glucose through the CL reaction of peroxalate and H2O2.
In this work, fluorescent CDs have been synthesized
with one-pot solvothermal method by using citric acid,
urea and N,N-diethylformamide (DMF) as reagents and
solvents. The fluorescent CDs exhibit bright deep-red (DR)
fluorescence under the illumination of 365 nm UV lamp,
and bright DR CL after added into the mixture of
bis(2,4,6-trichlorophenyl) oxalate (TCPO) and H2O2. The
CD-based CL exhibit a CL QY of (8.22 ± 0.30) × 10−3, which is
amongst the highest values in ever reported nanomaterials
for chemical analysis. With the CDs as probe in a CL analysis
instrument, sensitive sensing for H2O2 has been achieved
with a detection limit of 11.7 μM, and further for glucose
detection with a detection limit of 12.6 μM. With emission
wavelength at DR region, the CDs-based CL is promising to
be applied in blood glucose analysis and in vivo biosensor.

2.2 Synthesis of the chemiluminescent CDs
The CDs were synthesized by citric, urea and DMF with one-pot solvothermal method. Herein, 1 g citric acid and 2 g urea were dispersed
into 10 mL DMF solvent. And the mixtures were added into Teflonlined stainless autoclave (20 mL). Then the sealed autoclave vessel
was placed into an electric oven, which was set at 160 °C and hold for
4 h. The CDs solution was treated with 8000 rpm min−1 centrifugal to
remove the solid. And then the supernatant was re-dispersed in 50 mL
absolute ethanol and acquired the CDs powder with 8000 rpm min−1
centrifugation for three times. The CDs powder was dried and redispersed into ethanol (3 mg mL−1) for using.

2.3 Characterization
The surface morphology of the CD was characterized by a highresolution transmission electron microscope (HRTEM, JEOL
JSM-IT100) and scanning electron microscope (SEM, JSM-6700F). The
dynamic light scattering (DLS) was obtained on a Zetasizer Nano ZS
laser particle size analyzer (Malvern). The absorption spectrum of the
CDs was measured on a Hitachi UH-4150 UV–VIS–NIR spectrophotometer. The fluorescence spectrum of the CDs solution was measured
by a spectrophotometer (Hitachi F-7000). The fluorescence lifetime
and quantum yield of the CDs solution was measured by Horiba FL-322
using a 370 nm Nano-LED monitoring the emission at 654 nm. The
Fourier transform infrared spectrum (FTIR) of the CDs was recorded on
a Bio-Rad Excalibur spectrometer (Bruker vector 22). X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was captured by the (Thermo Scientific
K-Alpha) XPS spectrometer.

2.4 CL induced by the CDs

2 Experimental

The CL spectrum was measured by the F-7000 spectrophotometer with
the lamp off. Herein, the CL spectrum was measured after 10 s of
adding 1 mL CD ethyl alcohol solution (3 mg mL−1) into the mixture of
1 mL TCPO ethyl acetate solution (0.2 mM) and 1 mL H2O2 ethanol
solution (0.01 M).
The CL intensity detection was conducted on a laboratory-built
flow injection CL system, which was consisted of an IFFM-E flow injection system (Ruimai Electronic Science Co., China), Photomultiplier
tube (PMT), IFFS-A luminometer (Ruimai Electronic Science Co.) and a
computer. The CL signals were monitored by the PMT adjacent to the
flow CL cell. The relationship between CL signals and the concentration of three reactants was measured in this work. 30% H2O2 was
dispersed in ethyl alcohol for different concentrations (1, 0.25, 0.125,
0.0625, 0.03125, and 0.015625 M). TCPO was dispersed into ethyl acetate for different concentrations (2, 1, 0.5, 0.25, and 0.125 mM). CDs
were dispersed into ethyl alcohol for different concentrations (3, 1.5,
0.75, 0.325, and 0.1526 mg mL−1). Three ﬂow lines were used for CL
ﬂow-injection system. TCPO was ﬁrstly mixed with CD solution and
H2O2 was then mixed with the mixture in the cell. With different
concentrations of reactant, the CL intensity signals were recorded by
the PMT.

2.1 Materials

2.5 CL analysis

The chemicals reagents were analytical grade and used as received
without further purification.

The strategy of sensing H2O2 was shown as follow: 30% H2O2 aqueous
was dispersed in aqueous for different concentration (0, 1, 5, 15, 25,
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and 50 mM), 1.2 mg mL−1 CDs ethyl alcohol solution was selected as
probe and 10 mg mL−1 TCPO ethyl acetate solution was used as reactant. Then, three ﬂow lines were used for CL ﬂow-injection system.
TCPO was ﬁrstly mixed with CDs solution and then the sample was
mixed with the mixture in the cell. With different concentrations of
H2O2, the CL intensity signals were recorded by the PMT.
For glucose sensing, glucose was dispersed in aqueous for
different concentrations (0, 1, 5, 10, 15, and 50 mM). The glucose oxidase was added into the solution and dispersed for 0.45 μg mL−1. The
mixture of glucose and glucose oxidase was treated at 40 °C for 30 min.
Then, three ﬂow lines were used for CL ﬂow-injection system using the
mixture as sample as similar as H2O2 sensing

3 Results and discussion
In this work, the CDs are synthesized by citric, urea, and
DMF reacted as illustrated in Section 2. As shown in
Figure 1a, transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is
employed to investigate the morphologies and the CDs
display a broad size distribution of 3.9 ± 2.6 nm. The highresolution TEM (HRTEM) image reveals a well-resolved
lattice spacing of 0.21 nm, corresponding to the (100)
crystallographic plane of graphitic carbon. Besides, the
dynamic light scattering (DLS) of the CDs aqueous solution
illustrates a hydrodynamic diameter of 3.2 ± 2.4 nm, which
is in accordance with the TEM results shown in Figure 1b.
The X-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern (Figure 1c) exhibits a
broad peak at 23°, which is attributed to the graphitic
structure with spacing (100). And the sharp peak at 27° can
be attributed to the graphitic structure with interlayer
spacing (002). Raman spectrum of the CDs (Figure 1d) illustrates a large intensity ratio of G band (1580 cm−1) to D
band (1350 cm−1) of about 1:1, revealing high degree of
crystallinity of the CDs [14]. Moreover, the chemical
composition and functional groups of the CDs have been
investigated by FTIR and XPS. As shown in Figure 1e, the
FTIR peaks around 3420 and 3200 cm−1 can be attributed to
the stretching vibration of O–H and N–H, and the peaks
around 1670, 1600, and 1400 cm−1 are attributed to the
stretching vibration of C=O, C=C, and C–O/C–N. The survey
XPS spectrum reveals the composition of C (284.0 eV), N
(400.0 eV), and O (532.4 eV) elements as illustrated in
Figure 1f, which is consistent with the FTIR analysis. The
C1s envelope can be deconvoluted into three Gaussian
peaks corresponding to sp2 C (C–C/C=C) at 284.3 eV, sp3 C
(C–N) at 285.0 eV, and (C=O)–O at 287.7 eV. Moreover, the
high-resolution XPS N1s spectrum can be deconvoluted
into two Gaussian peaks corresponding to amino N at
399.1 eV and pyrrolic N at 399.8 eV and the O1s envelope
can be deconvoluted into two Gaussian peaks corresponding to Quinone O at 530.9 eV and Carbonyl O at
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531.8 eV (Figure S1). The FTIR and XPS survey imply the –
COOH, –OH, and –NH2 functional group on the surface of
the CDs.
As illustrated in Figure 2a, the CD ethanol solution
exhibit bright red ﬂuorescence under the illumination of
365 nm UV lamp. Its maximum excitation-emission center
is at (594 nm, 654 nm), whose quantum yield is about 22%
(Tab. 1). When the CDs are used as CL emitter in TCPO and
H2O2 solution, bright deep-red CL can be observed after
adding the CDs into the mixture of TCPO and H2O2. The CL
spectrum of CDs exhibits one broad peak around 635 nm
and is consistent with the PL emission spectrum
(Figure 2e, Figure S2). The UV–vis absorption of CDs
ethanol solution presents two absorption bands at 330 and
580 nm (Figure 2c), indicating the π–π* transition between
conjugated C–N/C=N and the n–π* transition between
C=O and conjugated C–N/C=N as previous report [11, 13–
15]. The time-resolved decay of CDs solution excited by
370 nm can be well-ﬁtted with mono-exponential decay
with a lifetime of 1.97 ns, implying the near-band-edge
emission for the CDs (Figure 2d). As previous reports, the
CL induced by peroxalate–H2O2 is originated from the
chemically initiated electron exchange luminescence
(CIEEL) as illustrated in Figure 2e [18–28, 30, 31]. In the
process, the peroxalate fuel was ﬁrstly reacted with H2O2
spontaneously to yield energy-free intermediate
1,2-dioxetanedione, then the intermolecular electron
transfer between the emitter and the intermediate excite of
emitter, at last the excited emitter release photons and
translate to ground state. With the optical absorption
spectrum and valence band XPS (VB XPS), the energy level
distribution of the CDs has been calculated to investigate
the luminescence mechanism. As shown in Figures S3 and
S4, the bandgap energy is calculated as 2.06 eV and the
result of the VB XPS reveals −6.57 eV for the highest
occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) levels. Combined with
the results of the bandgap energy, the lowest unoccupied
molecular orbital (LUMO) levels of the CDs can be calculated as −4.51 eV. Consequently, the process of the PL and
CL for the CDs is illustrated in Figure 2f. For the PL, the
electrons in conjugated C–N/C=N structure are excited
with the π–π* transition or the n–π* transition by photon
and then the excited CDs emit photon via radiative relaxation. For the CL, the CDs are excited by CIEEL process
between the CDs and the intermediate-1,2-dioxetanedione
and then the excited CDs emit photon via radiative relaxation. Generally, the energy interval (3.37 eV) between
HOMO levels of emitter and LUMO levels of the intermediate (considered as −3.2 eV) directly decides the chemical
transfer efﬁciency. For the CDs, the small interval (3.37 eV)
implies high CL QY (Figure S5).
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Figure 1: (a) Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images, high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) images, and selected area electron diffraction
(SAED) pattern of the carbon nanodots (CDs) (inset: the size distribution of the CDs). (b) DLS of the CDs aqueous solution. (c) XRD pattern of the
CDs. (d) Raman spectrum of the CDs powder. (e) FTIR spectrum of the CDs. (f) Survey XPS spectrum of the CDs and high-resolution C1s spectrum
of the CDs.

Figure 2: (a) Excitation–emission matrices of
the CDs aqueous solution (inset: the
photograph of CDs aqueous solution under
365 nm UV lamp). (b) The CL spectrum of the
CDs (insets: the photograph before and
after adding the CDs into TCPO and H2O2
solution in dark); (c) UV–vis absorption
spectrum of the CDs aqueous solution
(inset: the photograph under sunlight). (d)
Time-resolved decay spectrum of the CDs
aqueous solution. (e) Schematic illustration of the CL process induced by the CIEEL.
(f) Schematic illustration the PL and CL
mechanism.
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Table : Photophysical characteristics of the CDs.
λema (nm)
CDs (,
)

ΦFb

c

CIE τd (ns)

. (.,
.)

.

λeme
(nm)

ΦCf

 (. ± .) × −

a

PL maximum excitation and emission peak.
PL quantum yield.
c
Commission Internationale de L’Eclairage coordinate.
d
PL lifetime.
e
CL maximum emission peak.
f
CL quantum yield.
b

The efficient CL can endow the CDs with the potential
as sensitive chemiluminescent sensors. As Figure 3a
shown, one laboratory CL analysis instrument is constructed and used for analyzing the relationship between
CL intensity and concentration of reactant. As shown in
Figure 3b, one smooth CL kinetic curve in one cycle can be
measured by the instrument using the CDs as CL probe.
Moreover, the CL signals intensity responding to the concentration of the CDs, TCPO, and H2O2 is measured and
exhibited in Figure 3c–e. It can be found there are good
linear relationship between the CL intensity and the concentration of three reactants, implying the stabilization of
CL analysis system. With lucigenin as the reference[40], the
CL efﬁciency of the CDs in TCPO and H2O2 solution has been
calculated to be as high as (8.22 ± 0.30) × 10−3 in the CL
analysis instrument, which is amongst the best values in
ever reported nanomaterials for chemical analysis (Figures S6, S7 and Table 2).
The high CL efficiency and the good linear relationship imply the potential application of the CL analysis for detecting CDs, TCPO, and especially H2O2. As
illustrated schematic in Figure 4a, b, the CL has been
developed to quantify H2O2 with the CL analysis
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instrument. In the process, TCPO and the CDs are ﬁrst
mixed in the cell and the CL intensity is measured after
injecting different samples. In this work, the selectivity
for H2O2 is ﬁrstly explored with common cations and
oxidant, such as NH4+, Na+, K+, Ca2+, Zn2+, Fe2+, Fe3+, HNO3,
KClO3, NaClO, K2Cr2O7, and KMnO4, as interference assays. Using CDs ethanol solution (1.2 mg mL−1) and TCPO
ethyl acetate solution (10 mg mL−1) as reactant solution,
the CL system presents a good selectivity for H2O2 as
shown in Figure 4c. With the excellent selectivity for
H2O2, the CL intensity induced by different concentration
of H2O2 has been measured. As shown in Figure 4d–f, the
CL intensity can be well ﬁtted exponentially with the
concentration of H2O2 in the range of 0 to 50 mM, and a
good linear relationship in the range from 0 to 15 mM can
be ﬁtted with a ﬁt coefﬁcient of 0.998. In the range of
linearity, the limit of detection (LOD) for H2O2 is calculated as low as 11.7 μM.
With the consequence, the CL analysis strategy can
be further developed to sense glucose with GOD catalyzing as illustrated schematic in Figure 5a. In the
Table : The CL properties of different materials in previous reports.
CL emitter

CL system

CDs
SPNR
SPNR
SPNR
SPN-PFO
SPN-PFPV
SPN-PFBT
SPN-PFODBT
Au NPs
Perylene
Perylene

TCPO–HO
CLsubstrate-O•−
CLsubstrate-O•−
CLsubstrate-O•−
TCPO–HO
TCPO–HO
TCPO–HO
TCPO–HO
TCPO–HO
TCPO–HO
TCPO–HO

Φ
(. ± .) × −
–
–
–
. × −
. × −
. × −
. × −
(. ± .) × −
–
–

Ref.
This work
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]

Figure 3: (a) Schematic illustration of the
structure of flow-injection CL analysis instrument. (b) One cycle with 3 mg mL−1 CDs,
2 mM TCPO and 1 M H2O2 as samples. (c–e)
The CL signal curve induced by different
concentration of CDs (c), TCPO (d), and
H2O2 (e) (insets: ﬁtted curve of the
maximum CL intensity vs. the concentration), error bars represent the standard
deviation for three measurements.
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Figure 4: (a) Schematic illustration of the
flow-injection lines in CL analysis device for
H2O2 sensing. (b) Schematic illustration of
the strategy for sensing H2O2. (c) The
selectivity of CL analysis for H2O2. (d) The
CL signal curve for different concentration
of H2O2 with 1.2 mg mL−1 CDs solution and
10 mg mL−1 TCPO solution. (e) The relationship between the maximum CL intensity
and the concentration of H2O2 (insets: the
linear range of the CL analysis for H2O2),
error bars represent the standard deviation
for three measurements.

Figure 5: (a) Schematic illustration of the
strategy for sensing glucose. (b) The
selectivity of CL analysis for glucose. (c) The
CL signal curve for different concentration
of glucose with 1.2 mg mL−1 CDs solution
and 10 mg mL−1 TCPO solution. (d) The
relationship between the maximum CL
intensity and the concentration of glucose
(insets: the linear range of the CL analysis
for glucose), error bars represent the
standard deviation for three
measurements.
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analysis process, the glucose is ﬁrstly catalyzed by GOD
and then the ﬂow-injection lines of the analysis instrument are used to sense generated-H2O2. Similarly, the
selectivity for glucose is characterized with common
carbohydrates and amino acid, such as D-phenylalamine,
L-Glutamicacid, L-cysteine, starch soluble, fructose, sucrose, and D-(+)xylose, as interference assays. As shown
in Figure 5b, the CL system presents a distinguished
selectivity for glucose due to the special selectivity of
GOD. On the condition, the CL intensity is measured with
different concentration of glucose as sample for test. As
shown in Figure 5c–d, the CL intensity is well ﬁtted
exponentially with the concentration of glucose in the
range of 0 to 50 mM and a well linear relationship is
presented in the range from 0 to 15 mM with a ﬁt coefﬁcient of 0.998. In the range of linearity, the LOD for
glucose is calculated as low as 12.6 μM. It is well known
the normal range of human blood glucose is 3.9–6.1 mM,
which is belong to the linear range of the CL analysis.
Therefore, the CL analysis strategy for sensing glucose is
potential to be used in blood glucose analysis and further
for more related disease diagnosis.

4 Conclusions
In summary, CDs with efficient deep-red CL have been
synthesized, and the CL efficiency can reach
(8.22 ± 0.30) × 10−3, which is amongst the best values in ever
reported nanomaterials for chemical analysis. One CL
analysis strategy has been developed to detect the trace
amount of H2O2 and glucose by using the CL CDs as probes
in the TCPO–H2O2 system. The CD based sensor exhibits
high selectivity to H2O2 and glucose, and the detection limit
for these two substances is 11.7 and 12.6 μM, respectively.
The CDs-based CL reported in this paper may have great
potential applications in blood glucose analysis and
further for in vivo biosensor.
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